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Richard | Parking
The Richard line from Veko guarantees years of trouble-free lighting for your
carpark facilities. Dust and moisture cannot get a grip on the robust luminaire.
The energy efficiency of the system is exceptional. The Richard, with its wide
beam lamps, delivers excellent uniform lighting at floor level. The luminaire
can even be installed in the centre of the vehicle lane. The Richard can also
be equipped with a Parking Guidance System. The luminaire can only be
removed using power tools, making it vandal-resistant.
Veko has an eye for the future
If you wish to replace your existing lighting
with energy-efficient LED lighting, then opting
for Veko luminaires is the right choice. With
Veko you are investing in a futureproof
product. You can leave the profile in place
and replace and/or add luminaires at any
time without needing to adapt the system.
And a additional positive point in terms of
sustainability is that our lighting is supplied
almost without packaging, and is 100%
recyclable.
Total Cost of Ownership
Based on Total Cost of Ownership (TCO),
you have a clear overview of both the initial
investment and the energy costs for the
future. TCO helps you identify the ideal
types of luminaires, sensors and/or the light
management system.

€ 70,000.00
€ 60,000.00

En e rgy c osts

€ 50,000.00
€ 40,000.00
€ 30,000.00

In vestm en t

€ 20,000.00
€ 10,000.00
€ 0.00
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Good lighting is
the starting point
In an indoor/underground carpark, lighting not only ensures visibility
but also a sense of safety. This starts with sufficient lighting levels and
minimum shadow effect. The lenses and profiles are vandal-proof
and are suitable for installation at low heights.

Diffuse
The Diffuse lens delivers an attractive,
even beam, reducing the blinding effect to
a minimum. The lens is also ideal for public
areas and pedestrian zones.

Wide
The Wide lens delivers a beam of approx.
25 degrees, making it ideal for generating
a uniform lighting level when linear lighting
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is used on both sides of the vehicle lane.

X-Wide
The X-Wide lens has been specially
developed for parking applications.
The extra-wide beam guarantees unique
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uniformity when linear lighting is fitted
in the middle of the vehicle lane.
The result is an optimum light volume
with the fewest possible light lines.
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The light line in detail
We configure our light lines for every project. The light lines are designed
are designed stepwise, depending on the conditions required. In this way, we
create a unique product, adapted to your project. This effect can be achieved
with new light lines or by renovating existing Veko light lines.
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A smart system
Richard linear lighting is a profile system designed
Installation angle

individually for each project. This allows you to
create an ideal combination of continuous light lines

Fixation plate
for cable box

combined with presence detection and emergency
lighting. If you opt for a profile with cable duct,
other cables can easily be integrated.
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Parking Guidance System

Installation material

Parking navigation

In collaboration with various partners, Veko offers

nne
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the option of an integrated parking guidance
system. By means of sonar registration and camera
spaces are available for your visitors.
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From design to maintenance
Veko are specialists in linear lighting. The company develops and
manufactures LED lighting in-house. As far as possible, we remove all
our customers’ cares and deliver turn-key projects. From application
to maintenance, you can rely on the specialists at Veko.
Development

The Veko team will also be happy to remove your

Every day, a team of designers and product

existing lighting. This fact, combined with the

engineers at Veko is working very hard developing,

minimal use of packaging material guarantees that

testing and producing the latest industrial lighting

your location can be put back into action quickly

products. Veko aims to deliver the ideal lighting

and cleanly.

solution for every factory hall, sports hall, carpark,
refrigerated and frozen storage location and retail

Service and maintenance

environment. Through the use of separate lenses,

If something does go wrong with your system,

Veko identifies the ideal optical solution.

the service staff are permanently on call. Veko

One special feature is that whereas Veko used to

handles all light disruptions from a central location,

purchase all components, the company now

guaranteeing rapid, adequate assistance.

manufactures the light sources itself, in combination
with smart switching systems. Thanks to Veko
Tune, luminaires are adapted precisely to your
specific wishes.
Production
Veko operates a modern factory and also
manufactures its own LED strips. Veko even
produces 1.5 metre-long LED boards eradicating
annoying interruptions in the lighting pattern.
In the factory in Schagen, luminaires are produced
on a project basis and delivered fully prefabricated.
Installation
Engineers at Veko work in fixed teams and take
up the challenge to install your lighting as
efficiently as possible. Because they handle linear
lights on a daily basis, and the systems are
delivered plug and play, you experience minimal
nuisance on the shop floor and save up to 50%
on installation times.

Reference projects
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous
eye-catching projects based on our innovative luminaires,
backed up by the latest technology. We are proud to share
the results and findings of our customers.
Amsterdam RAI carpark
In the ultramodern P4 high-rise carpark at the RAI exhibition centre in
Amsterdam, in collaboration with Bosman Installatietechniek, Veko delivered
the dynamic LED lighting on all seven floors.
Apcoa carpark
On behalf of Apcoa, Veko designed and installed an original carpark
lighting system that complies with the legal requirements while
delivering an attractive, clean aesthetic look.
Dok Noord carpark
For the lighting at the Dok Noord carpark in Ghent
in Belgium, the close collaboration between Veko and
the Carpark operator resuted in an intelligent total
package to be proud of.

The lighting in P4 is nice: it’s bright,
beautiful white and lightens the garage well.
Both during daytime, together with daylight,
and at night. I consider a welcome and safe
feeling in a parking garage very important,
and Veko’s lighting contributes to this.
Mariska Dreschler, Group Director
Horticulture - GreenTech, RAI Amsterdam
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